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The Department of Mechanical
Engineering was established in
the year 2010 with an intake of
60 students and enhanced to
120 in 2012. The department
strives hard to impart quality
education and to keep the
students on the competitive
edge of the present–day
technology.
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Terms related to Mechanical Engineering

1. Boiler Draught:
It is an important term for boiler. It is the difference of pressure above and below the fire grate. This pressure
difference has to maintain very carefully inside the boiler. It actually maintained the rate of steam generation.
This depends on rate of fuel burning. Inside the boiler rate of fuel burning is maintained with rate of entry
fresh air. If proper amount of fresh air never entered into the boiler, then proper amount of fuel inside the
boiler never be burnt. So, proper fresh air enters into the boiler only by maintaining boiler draught.
2. Nozzle:
Nozzle is a duct of varying cross-sectional area. Actually, it is a passage of varying cross-sectional area. It
converts steam's heat energy into mechanical energy. It is one type of pipe or tubes that carrying liquid or gas.

